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GROUP
Specialist in the Art of Light.
Over the course of more than fifty years, our
organization has developed lighting design concepts
in close collaboration with our customers. We support
the creative process and empower the architectural
design, by enhancing all the shapes, forms, colors and
textures of a structure with attractive lighting. We sell
over 17,000 different lighting and related products
covering luminaires, lighting control systems, ceilings
(metal, wood or fabrics) and systems for capturing
daylight as well as photovoltaic installations.

LLEDÓ has always been characterized
by the level of innovation, our creative
solutions and effective concepts.
This is reflected in our standard product
portfolio where we implement the most
advanced and proven technologies
and ideas as well as in our specials
and modifications. We are considered
to be one of the companies that have
propagated the introduction of new
trends in lighting and we will continue
to do so.
Our goal is simple: To be the
technological partner of our clients
and to share with them the success
of designing and installing outstanding
lighting systems that meet the demands
of the architectural project and the
general desire for the occupant’s
wellbeing.

lledogroup.com

GROUP • SINCE 1958

GROUP UNIVERSE
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_ LLEDÓ created
a new, unique and
integrated lighting
approach called
SPACE CONCEPT
which is based on
the combination of five
pillar technologies and
the experiences we
have in our company:
Lighting, Controls,
Ceilings, Daylighting
and Photovoltaic
Installations.

Besides offering a wide range of
standard products, we are specialized
in providing customized concepts,
solutions and products to suit the
specific requirements of our customers.
An architect works with space, matter
and form to give function, utility and
beauty to the building. Our group
contributes to the architecture with our
lighting systems which facilitate the full
use of the space, while covering the
most diverse conditions of use.
LLEDÓ solutions help to improve
the exchange among people and
communities, thereby shaping and
enhancing the value and beauty of
the architectural structures.

lledogroup.com

_ LLEDÓ was
founded in 1958 in
Europe and has since
then accumulated
extensive experience
in implementing
demanding and
design-oriented
lighting projects.

_ LLEDÓ is the project
market leader in Spain
with 36 branches.
However, LLEDÓ also
has commercial offices
in Portugal, France, UK,
Peru and Mexico, as well
as specialist distributors
in many other countries,
allowing us to export
our products all over
the globe.

WORLD
AMERICA
Mexico / Peru
EUROPE
Spain / Portugal / UK /
France / Germany / Italy
ASIA
Hong Kong

_ LLEDÓ has
2 factories
in Spain.

_ LLEDÓ is the fast,
reliable supplier and
the price / performance
alternative for the
professional lighting
sector.
LLEDÓ provides
professional lighting
concepts, solutions
and products for:

RETAIL

ART & CULTURE

OFFICE

EDUCATION

INDUSTRY

GROUP • SINCE 1958

HOSPITAL

We have offices in a number of territories and specialist distributors allowing us to import into many countries.
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SPACE CONCEPT
Good architectural designs create structures
suitable for a variety of uses. To cover the resulting
multitude of lighting requirements the LLEDÓ group
conceived its SPACE CONCEPT program which entails
five advanced technologies in a unified toolkit.
The professional users can select, combine or
integrate any of its elements to get the optimum
result in comfort, energy efficiency, room
atmosphere, task lighting or maintenance.

LIGHTING

CEILING

The SPACE CONCEPT program covers
various product platforms: Indoor and
outdoor lighting ceilings programs in
metal, wood or fabrics, lighting, control
systems, daylight harvesting systems
and entire photovoltaic installations.
This integrated arsenal of technologies
allows to realize projects with zero
energy balance, LEEDS and other
sustainability strategies.
Ask for a comprehensive proposal
using the SPACE CONCEPT by Lledó
with enhanced energy efficiency
values to obtain a higher return
on your investment.

lledogroup.com

CONTROL

DAYLIGHT

PHOTOVOLTAICS

ECODESIGN
The combination of daylight harvesting
and photovoltaics makes use of the
roof to produce energy, increase the
efficiency and sustainability of your
building and, at the same time, improves
the user’s comfort level by providing
naturally lit spaces. The solution can be
further enhanced by combining it with
the other elements of LLEDÓ’s unique
SPACE CONCEPT.

SPACE
CONCEPT
the unique,
integrated
approach
to design
and energy
efficiency
in the
market

Develop and integrate the elements
of our SPACE CONCEPT into your own
projects to emphasize the ideas of the
original architectural design and create
environments that enhance people’s
productivity.

Shops

Offices

Hotels / Restaurants

Showrooms and exhibition areas

Healthcare areas

Industry

Warehouses / Clean industries

Supermarkets

Landscape

Schools / Training centres

Shopping centres

Hall

Corridors

Car park

Hospitals (rooms)

Facade lighting

Airports

Laboratories

Transit areas

Ornamental lighting

The SPACE CONCEPT program by Lledó
achieves the objectives of sustainability,
energy efficiency and the wellbeing of
people while optimizing the return
on investment.

LIGHTING • SPACE CONCEPT

360°
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CEILING
Truly unique solutions. Metal, wood and fabrics are three
materials used to custom-finish any ceiling design for a unique
final result. The perceptions of space, the wellbeing of the
user, environmental considerations and the requirements for
durability can all be satisfied with LLEDÓ’s proven ceiling
portfolio. Develop your unique and personalized style.

FrameSystem

AirSystem

ScaleSystem

CoverSystem

LengthSystem

StrapsSystem

MufflerSystem

GridSystem

SmoothSystem

CustomSolutions

CustomFinishings

Wood Oculto
ALSACIA
PEAR
Finish

Wood Oculto
CANADA
CHERRY TREE
Finish

Wood Oculto
COLONIA
MAPLE
Finish

Wood Oculto
GUADALQUIVIR
BEECH
Finish

Wood Oculto
TERUEL
OAK
Finish

Wood Oculto
ROYAL
BEECH
Finish

Wood Oculto
ASIAN
TEKA
Finish

LLEDÓ ceiling systems
More than 45 years of experience
allow us to provide solutions with:
Technical and design support
from the start of the project until
its completion.
• Comprehensive and minimalistic
integrations, avoiding superfluous
accessories.
• Professional design and the concurrent
manufacturing of both the ceiling and
the lighting system assure the quality
standard of the final installation.
• The resulting solutions feature higher
durability thanks to our intelligent
and sustainable technical solutions
which reduce installation time and
maintenance costs.
•

lledogroup.com

Integration Expertise
The LLEDÓ ceiling team understands
that all projects have specific and
different requirements, which is why
we provide solutions where the clients
can customize their modular ceiling
systems. If you need any support
contact us, we are here to help.

LUMINAIRE-PANEL
A single element with unified finish

Lighting
LLEDÓ Group’s lighting concepts
provide for optimal combinations of
lighting effects, design and improved
energy efficiencies, which in turn
result in enhanced wellbeing of the
users and thus increased productivity
at the work place.
We incorporate the latest component
technology and we ensure optimal
functionality and performance over
the product lifespan. All our designs
offer versatile performances with
exceptional features to adapt for the
intended use of the lighting solutions.

WOODEN CEILING
Ceilings completely customizable

Integrated ceilings
The product portfolio includes metallic,
wooden and fabric ceiling products
which are modular and completely
customizable. Thanks to the vast
experience of our design team, the
functionality of our solutions for
architectural ceiling and wall systems
can be guaranteed. Our specialty is
the integration of lighting systems,
air conditioning, PA systems, video
surveillance, fire sensors etc., into our
modular ceiling systems. The final
results convince with their high levels
of aesthetics and quality standards.
The LLEDÓ Group offers assistance
and the necessary service support
for ceiling project implementation
and installations.

LUMINAIRE-PANEL
Our range of integrated LUMINAIREPANELS provides for ease of installation,
highly efficienct products and overall
results that are aesthetically pleasing.
We support you to embed your chosen
lighting solution in the different types
of LLEDÓ’s ceiling systems. This will
reduce your installation time and assures
a correct architectural integration,
meeting your quality requirements,
while providing for easier and cheaper
building maintenance.
With our comprehensive program of
LUMINAIRE-PANELS we can provide
a modern, minimalistic design solution
and a professional finish of the highest
quality and a professional quality finish.

LIGHTING • CEILING

METAL CEILING
Minimalist solution
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CONTROL
Each project, an answer made to measure.
Our main objectives are to optimize the consumption of
energy in a room, space or building. Considerations are
given to both the current and possible future utilization
of the spaces while making smart investment decisions.
In the LLEDÓ Group we think that sustainability and the
well-being of the users can be covered at the same time:
Energy savings can be achieved by clever integration,
using state of the art products and optimized
control systems.

Return on
investment.

Performance
of installation.

Minimum
consumption.

Optimal
benefits.

Technology + benefits
Make optimal use of the latest
technological developments in
monitoring, managing and even,
analyzing operation patterns of
your lighting system by integration
of a smart controls system.

lledogroup.com

Adaptive control,
daylight, specific
needs.

Energy efficiency + comfort
Smart lighting controls enable you
to enjoy greater comfort, safety
and energy savings.
Different control patterns, called
“scenes” allow you to automatically
adapt your lighting system to meet
your needs. Our control systems also
enable the user to manage the control
of both artificial lighting systems and
natural lighting installations with the
aim to create optimally lit productive
environments whilst providing
maximum energy savings.

Controls integrated
solutions and
emergency lighting.

Flexibility + technologies
The different LLEDÓ control systems
enhance your installation with flexibility
and comfort and allow you to minimize
energy consumption.
These systems are based on digital
control protocols that can be easily
adapted to your specific needs.
They can also accommodate the
integration of the new generation
of emergency lighting luminaires.

PREMIUM Technology
With the PREMIUM range of
products you will be able to optimize
the lighting systems in your facility
which will enable you to implement
the best energy saving strategy.
The ability to record measurements
of each luminaire allows you to track
consumption by each area, check the
status of the light engine, the ballasts
and the status of the emergency
lighting systems. This provides
indications for optimal operating
modes and maintenance actions.
AVANT Technology
The simple interfaces of these models
facilitate energy management through
implementation of calendars, schedule
control, etc.: The user will thus reach
functional flexibility e.g. timer control
of the lighting settings and dynamic
lighting sequences providing energy
savings of up to 55%.

PREMIUM
Technology
ON
OFF

AVANT
Technology
ON
OFF

COMPACT
Technology
ON
OFF

COMPACT Technology
The COMPACT range is a simple
solution to reduce energy costs and
in turn, get a rapid return on your
investment. Its modules and sensors
allow you to monitor the available
daylight levels and to control the
artificial lighting systems accordingly.
It also can make adjustments
depending on the occupation
of the room, with savings of
up to 50%.

Define your requirements and
the LLEDÓ Group will design
and implement a bespoken
technological solution, fully
adapted to your needs.
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PUT YOUR ROOF TO WORK
Daylight + Photovoltaics = ecoTOP
Our simple, complete and integrated solution to
obtain the maximum profitability from a building’s roof:
ecoTOP. This concept entails converting the roof into
an energy generator and an energy saver, by installing
a combination of daylight harvesting elements and
photovoltaic solar installations.
The ecoTOP concept maximizes the productivity
of your roof installation.

lledogroup.com

Natural and artificial lighting
The light provides different shades
and intensities depending on time
of day.

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

The lighting systems proposed by
LLEDÓ Group offer to widen the
surface to be illuminated, making up
the lack of natural light throughout
the day in order to accomplish the
daily tasks.

Low light

OD-5950

DAYLIGHT HARVESTING:
LLEDÓ Sunoptics
Our Sunoptics daylight harvesting
systems feature unique optical design
elements, which are different from
conventional systems: The embedded
370 tiny prisms per square meter, collect
the highest amount of light, using the
smallest roof area. These prisms refract
sunlight directly into thousands of micro
light beams, resulting in an even but
bright natural light distribution that is
transmitted indoors.
The Sunoptics system then conditions
the incoming sunlight further by a total
diffusion which provides high natural
lighting levels while avoiding the usual
drawbacks of conventional daylight
systems (i.e glare, hot spots, etc).

THE SOLUTION

Hot spots

S 840 LED IP65

SUN
OPTICS

High
Performance
Prismatic
Daylighting

LLEDÓ Sunoptics

BEFORE

LLEDÓ CONTROLS
Through the combination of photo
sensors, lighting controls and DAYLIGHT
SYSTEMS the light levels on the work
plane of a factory or warehouse can
be maintained at pre-determined levels.
In addition to the ON/OFF functionality
controlled by a timer, clock or other
triggers, the entire controls protocols
can be made dependent on the actual
occupation of the room, creating a
lighting system with the most
significant energy savings.

PHOTOVOLTAICS
Photovoltaic elements convert sunlight
into electrical energy. The LLEDÓ Group
integrates photovoltaic installations into
an overall lighting concept for modern
buildings. This provides for:
Environmental benefits
Contributions to reduce CO2 emissions
by producing energy without waste
and make use of an inexhaustible
engine of energy.
Strategic benefits
Reduced external energy and economic
dependencies.
Socio-economic benefits
Contributes to the energetic autonomy
of a building and thus to the preservation
of resources and sustainability of
the concept.

ecoTOP
The buildings’ covers have conventionally
been passive elements, without any
other purpose than keeping the building
isolated and waterproof. What was
missed in this conventional approach is
that the building cover, and notably the
roof represents a large element with
a lot of square meters and a great
potential for improving the energy
balance of a building.
We therefore propose our new concept
ecoTOP to convert the roof into an
energy generator as well as an energy
saver by integrating the Sunoptics
daylight harvesting elements together
with a suitable photovoltaic installation.

LIGHTING • DAYLIGHT + PHOTOVOLTAICS = ecoTOP

AFTER
Lighting quality / glare
Sunoptics provides the best
possible light (daylight), in a
suitable quantity and with quality,
uniformity and optimal diffusion.
It does not produce glare or
light spots.
Three concepts: uniformity, heat
and 4% of the roof.
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LIGHTING
RECESSED
The new LLEDÓ lighting concepts for the office
reinforce our commitment to optimal visual comfort,
sustainability, energy efficiency and our overall
respect for the environment.
With our program of luminaries you can
implement the latest optoelectronic technology
with ergo-efficient luminaire designs that are
constantly evolving.

eQ MODULAR SYSTEM®
This fixture is unique to the market
in that it combines good lighting,
aesthetic design, energy efficiency
and a proprietary system allowing the
user to replace the light engine without
having to replace the entire luminaire.
LLEDÓ’s new eQ MODULAR SYSTEM®
features excellent optical properties
and high efficiency thus decreasing
the number of luminaires necessary
to be installed per m2. Due to its
ultra-thin profile and adaptable design
it also provides for a more comfortable
lighting solution for office environments
and easier integration in the existing
architecture.

lledogroup.com

VARIANT I
Optimal simulation of natural light
with higher light intensity and
luminaire efficiency.
Say goodbye to conventional static
illumination of spaces. The new
VARIANT 1 product families combine
the micro-optics technology with a
Dynamic LED light engine, allowing
for variable color temperature control
from 2700K to 6500K, depending on
the tasks at hand, the time of the day
and the preferences of the users. These
capabilities will ultimately increase
people’s productivity. In addition this
versatile product range will also provide
the tool kit to create a signature identity
for your space, your space.

Starting from our standard
product portfolios our design
teams continuously adapts our
luminaires program to meet
the increasing demand for
integration of lighting into the
different modular spaces and
false ceilings. The approach
ensures a perfect fit and
excellent final finish.

LIGHTING • RECESSED LUMINAIRES

The modularity of the standard
ranges plus the availability of
product adaptations increases
exponentially the number of
available product types of
LLEDÓ luminaires on offer.
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It is not always possible to integrate recessed
fittings into architectural designs due to structural
incompatibilities.
For this reason, the fixtures program of LLEDÓ
is complemented with certain surface-mounted
versions, applying the same technological concepts
such as a commitment to visual comfort, energy
efficiency and respect for the environment. In our
program of luminaries you can find models that
incorporate the latest optoelectronics technology
with an ergo-efficient design.

lledogroup.com

VARIANT I S
Static lighting is long gone thanks to
the availability of new technologies.
The combination of of micro-optics and
Dynamic LED light engines with variable
color temperature that cover a range
from 2700K to 6500K. This flexibility
increases the choices of selectable
lighting atmospheres to meet the tasks,
the time of day, the seasons or the
mood of the users and thus increases
people’s wellbeing and productivity.
It also opens up the possibilities
for creative solutions to create own
identities for your spaces dependent
on the requirements of people and
activities. Our wide range of Dynamic
LED luminaires is the best choice for
more efficient and ergonomic spaces.

VARIANT I S CIRCULAR
The circular version of the Variant
system adds a characteristic design
touch to the technical capabilities
which are identical to those of the
square shaped ones. So you can
enjoy a variability of the color
temperature over the entire range
from 2700K to 6500K.
Our wide range of round luminaires
with exclusive, minimalistic design
are an excellent choice to create
signature spaces with great efficiency
and ergonomics.

Combining the most
advanced lighting systems
that incorporate the latest
technology with versatile
advanced control systems
open up new ways of using
the lighting in a room
and reducing the energy
consumption at the
same time.
Controls help to maximize
energy efficiency by
complementing the available
natural light from windows
and skylights automatically
with the optimal level of
artificial lighting, thus
maintaining the best
lighting for the work
space at minimal costs.

LIGHTING • SURFACE-MOUNTED LUMINAIRES

LIGHTING
SURFACE
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LIGHTING
DOWNLIGHTS
The PHI REFLECTOR® is one of our many different
patented technologies. Its optimized light distribution
allows to reduce the number of light points in any
given area. At the same time this optical concept
allows to optimize the amount of light delivered with
high luminous efficiency, while providing for highly
defined accent lighting performance.

ADVANCE series
This series features a high luminous
output within a minimal space, coupled
with exceptional specifications. The
advanced LED modules of this series
are engineered to deliver a near perfect
color rendering of the objects or scenes.
With a color rendering index (CRI)
higher than 90 and a highly efficient
light engines the Advance series is
undoubtedly the perfect tool to create
the desired lighting effects with a total
control of the visual comfort (UGR <19).

Current technologies
1044 symmetrical facets.

PHI-REFLECTOR®

It is suitable not only for general lighting
applications but also for offices, schools,
museums, hotels and restaurants.

lledogroup.com

1000 asymmetrical facets.
Rises and falls in each design
so that each beam emitted by
a light source is 100% effective.

For this reason, its durability is really
profitable if we talk about cost saving
in maintenance and light sources
replacement.
Discreet shapes and sizes, these models
help you achieve a unified design in the
whole installation thanks to its three
sizes (XS, S and M).

The Q series is characterized by
a R&D set that has taken into account
aesthetic reasons, maintenance and
overall cost of installation.
Its design, the materials used for
its manufacture and electronics
associated guarantee a precise
control of the light emission
during its long lifespan.

DL/CE 160
Adjustable downlights developed for
areas where accent lighting is key to
draw attention and where illuminance
values must be carefully harmonized.
Available with color rendering index
(CRI) higher than 90 and a highly
efficient emitted light flux this is
undoubtedly a perfect tool to create
the desired room atmosphere with
total control of the levels of contrast
and the shadows between the forms
and the background. The range is
completed with specific versions for
food that show the products on display
to the customers in a most attractive
light, while increasing the maximum
exposure time at the sales point by
more than 30%.

LIGHTING • DOWNLIGHTS

Q series
LED technology is already a classic in
contemporary architecture developed
to last. High quality lighting at a lower
cost: generally, this type of product
is projected in transit areas, or as a
standard solution for general lighting
in places where usage time is usually
higher than in the rest of the installation.
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LIGHTING
STRUCTURES
New spaces can have novel lighting effects,
thanks to the integration of modular luminaires.
An installation replicating accurately the design
objectives will provide a higher visual impact.
Thanks to the careful design of our luminaires you
can achieve a uniform lighting effect that endows
the spaces with deep and structural homogeneity,
thus creating a balanced atmosphere.

ICE LINE LED
With ICE LINE LED you do not have
to worry about the final finish: the desire
for originality will always be satisfied; at
the same time the arrangement of the
luminaires will provide your space with
character and high visual comfort.
With only 50 mm of width the light
output meets the highest requirements
of anti-glare (micro-UGR 19 version)
for office applications with a
contemporary appeal.
Its advanced and unique design allows
the replacement of the light engine
guaranteeing the functionality over
an extended period of time, covering
future technology changes.

lledogroup.com

OD-3797
Integrate, decorate but minimize
the visual impact of lighting systems.
Our OD-3797 line of products extends
the possibilities for novel interior
designs and allows to organize
spatial environments without
visual interferences by the lighting
installations.
Request your special trimless version
for easy-to-install recessed mounting
with an improved finish, free of
protruding edges.

The versatile design is complemented
by the ability to reconfigure the lighting
elements easily at a later stage to meet
changing layouts or sales strategies in a
retail environment without the need of
new investments.

LUMINOUS MODULES
Individual modules e.g. with
spotlights, can be moved easily
along the support profile providing
greater flexibility and versatility to
the installation. The light beam can
be directed towards objects, walls
etc. even when they are operating.

LIGHTING • LIGHTING STRUCTURES

MINICANAL / CANAL XL
These systems offer a combination
of ambient and accent lighting, using
a variety of integrated and flexible
mountable light modules. The support
profile houses a three-phase circuit track
allowing to place the individual spotlight
or general lighting elements anywhere
along the support profile.
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LIGHTING
SPOTLIGHTS
They highlight your merchandise while maintaining the
color realities of the objects displayed. LLEDÓ spotlights
can create visual environments or simply adapt the
lighting to the changing requirements of your spacial
geometries. Our spotlight families represent highly
efficient and professional solutions, that are adaptable,
flexible and easily integrated into any retail space.
LOGAR S

LOGAR M

CARSO XS

CARSO S

CARSO M

VIEW CRI90 PLUS

VIEW RMBO

BOX S/M

ESFERA S/M

VIEW CRI90 RTS

TEATRAL S/M

VIEW RMBO®
This spot lighting system is unique in
the market with its capability to change
the beam angle without tools. Due to
its RMBO® (Radial Multi Beam Optic)
optical component technology, you
can illuminate any object in a focused
or diffused way.
This high performance spotlight family
features a very compact main body
made out of high quality die-cast
aluminum with excellent heat dissipation,
suitable for professional applications. Its
aesthetic design and high end technical
performances specs make the VIEW
family our most popular range to light
displays of any size.

lledogroup.com

TEATRAL S
All interior designers seek to create
the right space atmosphere sometimes
using the aesthetics of lighting systems
as an individual design element.
TEATRAL S offers the flexibility of a
well designed luminaire packed with
technology: It can add a technology
touch to your display while providing
a high contrast and crisp definition
of its light beam due to the
sophisticated optical concept
of our PHI-REFLECTOR®.
The beam angle can be varied from
7° for the Super Spot version, to 14°
for the Spot version and 35° for the
Flood version.

CUSTOM-MADE

The true reproduction of the
colors, the visibility of the
nuances of the patterns and
the enhancement of the forms
of the objects through the
right contrasts are some of
the technological aims of our
product developments. For
that purpose we incorporate
the latest technology in light
engines, optical accessories
and electronics and combine
it with the LLEDÓ DESIGN
philosophy.
Each display and scene will
be more attractive if it is
illuminated with a spectrally
suitable light engine that
enhances the true colors.
These aspects can be better
controlled than ever, with the
new LED technologies and
professional implementations.

LIGHTING • SPOTLIGHTS

LOGAR XS
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LIGHTING
INDUSTRIAL
Own a dependable, high performance installation
with highest availability to enhance people’s safety
and performance at the workplace. LLEDÓ’s new
technical concepts for industrial lighting offer task
specific lighting with suitable distributions to optimize
energy consumption, while providing highest light
uniformity, glare control and thus higher productivity
levels of the staff. They are especially suitable for
taller building heights.

S840 LED
A most advanced lighting system
for industrial environments: Durable,
robust and efficient design concept
to maximize effective lighting and
up-time through an excellent thermal
management. Adaptable housing
dimensions depending on the lighting
requirements and application situations.
With its unique optical design using
EFFICIENT PLUS technology you
can illuminate industrial spaces with
complete uniformity of light, regardless
of the installation height. It complies
with the current regulations, offering the
possibility of combining natural lighting
with artificial light through integrated
light management.

lledogroup.com

Its optical system provides lighting,
meeting the highest standards in terms
of visual comfort. Three types of optical
systems guarantee its functionality
and visual comfort for building heights
between 5 and 25 meters.
Its high optical, mechanical and thermal
operating performances make the S840
LED the perfect solution for industrial
environments. The S840 increases
productivity all throughout the workday.
Reducing eye strain due to glare.

+

5m

+

10m

+

20m

IP65

For the most efficient and
effective lighting solutions
combine the most advanced
luminaire systems, with our
advanced lighting control
systems.

In this section you will find different
types, all using the LED light engines
combined with high transmittance
diffusers with opal finish. This results
in a greater diffusion of light and visual
comfort for the user of the system.

Its extruded opal diffusers distribute
the light evenly, thereby obtaining
more efficient lighting of a given
space or area.
The series is complemented with special
versions of up to 2,500 mm length,
which are available on request.

Our ergo-efficient fixtures
which have the most advanced
components incorporated and
can be easily combined with
our control systems to optimize
the users comfort and the
required energy consumption
per m2 of your installation.
LIGHTING • INDUSTRIAL

OD-8770
Increase the safety of your facilities
with our waterproof luminaires with
high mechanical strength. You can
select different versions and dimensions.
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LIGHTING
HEALTHCARE
Reduce patient recovery time, adapt lighting
systems to the time of day and integrate ergo-efficient
solutions for health personnel and users. These are
new concepts developed so that people can manage
by themselves the architectural spaces in a more
efficient and comfortable way.

MEDICAL 900
Each hospital space requires a
different technical equipment.
With 900 MEDICAL you can design
the system in detail for each of the
areas studied.
Combine bespoke integration
with technical systems for hospital
applications, or simply implement
lighting. In short, the new concepts
of headboards optimise spaces and
the new ways of putting the technical
part at the service of the user needs.

lledogroup.com

Its esthestic design, robust mechanical
finish and modular concept makes it the
perfect solution for modern medical and
care facilities.

There are different finishes
available, such as natural
wood or melamine, to support
integration into a room concept
while providing a durable
system with low maintenance
requirements.

A combination of our
ergo-efficient fixtures with
our advanced controls
will optimize the energy
consumption of your
installation.

LIGHTING • HEALTHCARE

The carefully designed optical system
of the MEDICAL 900 hospital lighting
products optimizes specifically the visual
comfort of patients and staff.

The design of our Ceiling
WA-Wall solution is fully
configurable and adaptable
to the dimensions of the
headboards and allows to
integrate wooden panels
with great sound absorption
properties to increase the
comfort of the room.
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LIGHTING
EMERGENCY
Own an installation always ready to improve people’s
safety. The new light distribution concepts implemented
in our products help us to minimize the number of light
spots meeting the prescribed light levels in the spaces
to be illuminated and for the evacuation routes. The
Mimética series proves: High quality and small size is
beautiful and can provide better results.

Small is beautiful
With this concept we define
our range of solutions for
emergency lighting.

Its ease of installation, its modern and
powerful optical system and light engine
combined with the low maintenance
requirements allows it to be applied
in all sectors of emergency lighting;
industries, retail, offices, hospitals, etc.,
always ready when needed.

MIMÉTICA 4290
The MIMÉTICA series of products are
installed most discreetly on the ceiling
where they are the least visible for
the viewer.
Their energy consumption is very low
but the resulting emergency illumination
is very effective. Thanks to LED and
optics technology, the light beam is fully
controlled, and can be directed wherever
it is needed.
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For an anti-panic lighting applications
with up to three meters installation
height, the luminaires can be spaced
up to 11.7 meters. The design of the
luminaire has been optimized to reduce
the time and cost of installation.

Mimética, was developed
for lighting which can be
integrated discreetly into any
architecture design, providing
a statement of innovative
lighting technology, with
excellent functionality.

The recessed installation can be easily
performed with standard tools and
the electrical connection can be made
quickly without need to disassemble
the luminaire.

The design of the entire series is very
un-obstrusive and minimalistic. The
design involves very clean and pure
lines for better adaptation into the
architectural environment. Its design
and small size avoids excessive space
requirements and makes it easier
to integrate.

Increase the security of your
installation by combining
the state-of-the-art lighting
systems with the most
innovative control system
technology. It also can
monitor the emergency
lighting systems, allowing
you to check its status
at all times. Maintenance
requirements are indicated
on-line, thereby reducing
down-time and increasing
the security level.
Controls help us to improve
energy efficiency and
the safety levels of our
buildings by providing light
at the right level and with the
right quality required by the
specific tasks or circumstances
at any time.

LIGHTING • EMERGENCY LIGHTING

MIMÉTICA 4195
MIMÉTICA, a modular emergency
system, who’s versatility makes it
the perfect product for all type of
applications.
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LIGHTING
ARCHITECTURAL
The incorporation of the new LED technology opened
other levels of evolution of architectural lighting.
Each and every one of our solutions for facades lighting
explores these new boundaries. High efficiency, ease of
integration, efficient installation and the robust design
are features that make our products suitable
for today’s architecture.

ONIX
This flood light features technological
solutions that make your architecture
stand out. With the ONYX you are able
to create a focus and get the attention
your structure deserves.
Due to its flexible technology you
can create optical impact, using both
accent lighting or flood lighting effects,
providing dynamic lighting scenes
with impressive light uniformity and
great contrasts.

lledogroup.com

ONIX is the technological solution for
outstanding architectural presence; It is
the perfect tool combining aesthetics,
dynamic light and integration.

Available with a neutral white light
engine of 4000 K or RGB (DMX control)
for the staging of contemporary
architecture. There are two different
light beam angels available: Spot (12°)
for light positioning up to 14 meters
high and band (12°x46°) for sweeping
facades or transit areas.

The extremely intuitive
interface lets the user select
the time for the viewer to
interact with architecture
offering new sensations.
Transmit your corporate or
personal identity via the new
programs for dynamic light
management.
Control systems also facilitate
improvements in energy
efficiency of buildings, thus
creating lasting value.

LIGHTING • ARCHITECTURAL

OD-8200 LED
Our high power LED flood light features
various light beam angles, smart control
(via DMX 512 signal control) and high
installation flexibility. The combination
of product esthetics, high light levels
and dynamic light scenes, all integrated
in a small size housing convert our
OD-8200 LED series into a perfect
tool for outdoor and façade lighting
applications.

Create spaces with an
atmosphere, enhance the
architecture and emphasize the
design features without losing
their original identity – it is all
possible with our advanced
lighting control systems.

IP65
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LLEDÓ Group, a member of ECOLUM, has
developed a logistic model for waste management.
All the components involved in the life cycle of
a luminaire are covered by this model of waste
management, from the manufacturing processes
to the recycling procedures for components
and materials.
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